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In this bicentennial year of the U.S. Constitution, the public's attention is focused on
that document and the institutions of representative government it established. In Virginia, however, representative government
had a 157-year history before our nation's
independence, a history that not only shaped
Virginia's government afterwards but also
most certainly influenced those Virginians
who played key r les in the writing of the
U.S. Constitution.
This News Letter will examine one vital
element in the Virginia colonial experience
with representative government: the vigilance
with which the House of Burgesses protected
its "Rights and Priviledges" as a legislative
body. The House, with its Committee of
Privileges and Elections, carefully guarded its
autonomy against any attempted encroachment by the Crown, the citizenry, and its own
membership. Its success helped to establish
the House of Burgesses as a strong, autonomous body; in addition, the Committee of
Privileges and Elections gained a power and
influence that is still seen in the Virginia
General Assembly today.
The assertion that Virginia's representative
assembly was the only appropriate judge of
its own membership was made at the earliest
meeting of the first burgesses at Jamestown

in ]619. Even before the reading of the "Great
Charter," a question arose about the credentials of burgesses elected from two of the
plantations. The English Parliament had
gained from Queen Elizabeth the right to
judge its members' qualifications, and these
first burgesses seem to have had no doubts
that the same authority was theirs by right.
In time, the affirmation by the Crown, in the
person of the royal governor, that the House
had control over its membership became part
of the rather elaborate ritual that opened each
new session of the General Assemblyl. On

IThis name refers to the House of Burgesses, the governor, and
the Governor's Council. According to the publisher's note in the
Journals oj the House oj Burgesses, recent scholarship dates the
beginning of bicameral procedure to the I 640s.

its third visit to the governor on the opening
morning, the House would present its
speaker. He, in turn, after sometimes eloquently asking the governor to choose someone more worthy to be speaker, would make
a formal request that the House be afforded
the "ancient rights and privileges" traditionally enjoyed. While the specifics varied, from
1700 on they included for the burgesses the
freedom of debate, freedom from arrest for
their persons and servants, and protection for
their estates during the session. These freedoms were by custom granted, bu~ strained
relations between the burgesses and the governor sometimes added an air of uncertainty
to, the proceedings.
An important addition to the list, even if
sometimes left unsaid, was the power of the
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House to judge the propriety of its elections,
a duty that fell to the House's Committee
of Privileges and Elections. Because it was
a time of stringent suffrage requirements,
many elections were challenged, and some
overturned, on the basis of the qualifications
of individual voters.

JUDGING QUALIFICATIONS OF
VOTERS

residency requirements were correspondingly
lax. If a man owned the requisite amount
of land in two counties, three counties, or
even ten counties, he was eligible to vote in
each of their elections. This eligibility extended across state boundaries; in 1734 three
voters were challenged as being inhabitants
of Maryland, but the House ruled that any
inhabitant of Maryland who was a freeholder
in any Virginia county could rightfully vote.

These lenient residency requirements were
also subject to manipulation. More than once
elections were challenged on the grounds that
the date of the election had been deliberately
set to coincide with an election in a nearby
county, to disadvantage a candidate thought
to have more strength in the other county.
In a 1769 case, a sheriff seUhe date for an
--erection in which he himself was a candidate
and turned out to be the winner. According
to subsequent testimony from the loser in that
election, he had stated before the election date
was set that several of his friends from
surrounding counties could give him a majority of the votes; the sheriff then proceeded
to set the election on the same day as one
already set in an adjoining county. The House
resolved that the sheriff had acted improperly
in setting the election date with a view toward
preventing the adjoining county's residents
from voting in his' election. His conduct,
however, was found to have had no real effect
Finding ways to get around the property
on his success at the polls, so he was allowed
requirements was, perhaps not surprisingly,
to remain a member of the House.
a common part of electoral practice. The
evidence from one challenged election in King
Property requirements were not the only
George County in 1736 shows that, prior to
barrier to suffrage; race and mental capacity
the election, several persons had been conwer~ also considered. It is no surprise that
veyed small but adequate amounts of land
slaves were barred from voting, but the Comby the subsequent winning candidates for the
mittee of Privileges and Elections in 1756 also
express purpose of qualifying them to vote
disallowed the vote of a man whose father
in the election. A similar scheme was perwas white and whose mother was a mulatto,
petrated by the sheriff of York County, whose
as well as his own son by a white woman.
actions were found to be "in Prejudice of the
In 1762 the Committee was called upon to
Rights of the lawful Freeholders, and to the
consider the vote of William Tucker, who:
evil Example of aU others." The sheriff confessed his misdeeds and was released with a
for seven or eight years past has been
reprimand.
generally reputed not to have been in
his proper senses, and incapable of
Another method to circumvent the property
buying, selling, or making any conrequirement was to violate the spirit, if not
tract; that he hath sometimes met with
the letter, of the regulations on land improvehis old Acquaintances, whom he hath
ments. One Thomas Payne, on the Saturday
not known, and particularly with one
before a 1762 election, purchased a 5 foot
William Foce in the Street, invited him
by 3~ foot "house" and moved it onto a lot
home, and when he was there asked
he owned in town, with the avowed purpose
him who he was.
of qualifying him to vote. Soon after the
election Payne went off to sea without paying
Testimony satisfied the Committee, however,
for the structure, so the lady who had been
that Tucker was at the time of giving his vote
the original owner had it brought back to
"in his perfect senses," and his vote was ruled
her. Not surprisingly, Mr. Payne's vote was
acceptable.
disqualified.

The right to vote depended on owning a
minimum amount of real estate, either a
certain amount of unimproved property or
a lesser amount of improved property. Although the land tax records kept by each
county were the basis for judging voter qualifications, they sometimes could not answer
a 1 t e questions asked. In 1756 one Mr.
Lester's vote was challenged even though he
had paid taxes on a tract and claimed his
father before him had owned the land. The
challenger, Mr. Thruston, claimed to have
deeds to the same property and purported
to show that Mr. Lester was, in fact, illegitimate. The Committee of Privileges and
Elections decided that the latter argument was
one which "your committee did not think it
proper to enter into examination of," and
ruled in favor of Mr. Lester.

While the period's ownership requirements
may seem stringent to today's observer, the

It's easy to question the efficacy of legislative
time and effort spent listening to disputes over

an acre or two of land, a drop of nonwhite
blood, or a faulty memory. The importance
of such quibbling, however, was greater than
it might appear. Had the House been less
fastidious about voter qualifications, the elections could have decreased in public respect,
thus reducing the esteem in which burgesses
were held and the respect they could command. A slacking attentiveness also could
have given the royal authority a chance to
slip in and take control of the process.

ENSURING PROPRIETY OF
ELECTIONS
A call for elections to the House of Burgesses
was issued by the governor to the sheriff of
each county. The sheriffs duty was to set a
date for the election and give public notice
of that date by informing each parish minister
and service reader. It was also up to the sheriff
to see that the election was held in a fair
and orderly fashion, which was often no easy
task. After the election, the sheriff would
return to the House the original writ with
the names of the newly elected members
attached.
At the beginning of each new session, the
Committee of Privileges and Elections had
the sometimes tedious job of studying the
election returns for any signs of irregularity.
If a defeated candidate believed that his loss
was due to illegal or improper actions, he
had the right to petition the House of Burgesses to investigate his claims. Usually a case
was first heard at the bar of the House, then
sent to the Committee of Privileges and
Elections. The Committee was empowered to
send for any witnesses or documents it might
need to resolve the dispute, and it was required to inform all interested parties of its
investigation. After examining the available
evidence, the Committee would report its
findings and recommendations to the House,
which had the final say.
This period of Virginia's history is replete with
instances of contested elections, the accounts
of which illustrate both the peculiarities of
the time and the universality of human behavior. Elections during the colonial period
(and for many decades afterward) were often
riotous, rough-and-tumble affairs. Election
days were times when men from all over the
county would gather together to renew old
acquaintances and, frequently, to rekindle old
animosities. The festive atmosphere and the
volatile topic of politics, when combined,
often ignited, resulting in a situation in which
a fair election was compromised.
The sheriffs role in the process varied. At
times his was the voice of law and reason;
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to take his original sentence. The House let
him contemplate his fate in jail for the weekend, and then agreed. This time he went to
his knees at the bar and apologized as required.
The idea of investigating possible insults to
the House may seem odd to us who live in
an era when governmental institutions are
dissected and criticized with little thought to
the honor or dignity of the body. Doubtless,
there was an element of ego gratification for
the members in seeing their detractors publicly reprimanded or punished. But more than
just ego was involved, no doubt, when one
young Bedford Davenport was investigated
and then reprimanded in 1738 for writing
indecent expressions on the seat of one of
the burgesses. In a time in which the people's
voice was vulnerable to the louder and more
strident tones of the Crown, it was mandatory
that the representative assembly continually
maintain respect and legitimacy.

PROTECTING RIGHTS BEFORE
THE CROWN
If protecting the dignity of the House of
Burgesses was important, protecting its rights
before the Crown was vital. The House had
mixed results in this area, although over time
it seems to have established an increasingly
stronger position. Its weakness was apparent
in one confrontation that took place in August 1715 and involved two justices of the
peace, Richard Littlepage and Thomas Butts.
The House's procedure for handling complaints or claims from the colonists was to
have them go before the justices of the peace
(who were appointed by the Crown) to have
the complaint or claim certified. It would then
be submitted to the House Committee on
o 0 0
a
G .evances, which would
recommend a course of action to the full
House. Littlepage and Butts, however, had
refused to hold court to receive the propositions and grievances from their county's
inhabitants.
The House found Littlepage and Butts guilty
of a breach of privilege and called for them
to come to the bar of the House to apologize
and receive a reprimand from the speaker.
They refused and, while in custody, escaped. 4
They were then charged with contempt but
refused to answer to the warrants, saying
"they knew no Authority the House of Burgesses had to send for them, nor would obey
any of their warrants. "

4The messenger charged with guarding them was found guilty of
neglect i~ the execution of his office.

Stung by this blatant challenge to its authority, the House asked Governor Alexander
Spotswood to "give such Orders and Directions as his Honor shall think proper and
necessary for the bringing of the said Littlepage and Butts to answer for their repeated
Contempt of the Authority of this House."
The governor was less than sympathetic. His
letter of reply began, "I am Sorry to find
your utmost Concern to be about what you
call the Rights and Privileges of your House,
while you seem to reserve none for the
distressed Condition of your Neighbors." The
governor went on to argue that the House
was impermissibly sitting as a court of judicature, "where Justice shall be tryed and
final Sentence passed upon them [Butts and
Littlepage] for their judgment given upon the
Bench." Spotswood contended that Littlepage and Butts could be called to answer to
the House only for a breach of the House's
privilege, not for a misdemeanor.
As would be expected, the House took umbrage at the governor's message. The
members reasoned that it was their right to
hear and redress grievances of the citizens
whom they represented; and that Butts and
Littlepage, by refusing to receive and certify
those grievances, were guilty of subverting
the rights of the people. The House sent
another, more urgent entreaty to Governor
Spotswood.

To further complicate the situation, the House
received a message from the Governor's
Council, in which the council claimed the
right to sit jointly with the burgesses to redress
public grievances. The House replied that, as
its members were the direct representatives
of the people, it had seemed proper for them
to address those complaints not specifically
directed to the councilor the governor. The
House did offer, however, to send over any
grievance in the future "when you shall think
fit to desire the same."
When the governor's second message on this
topic arrived, it was no more supportive than
the first. It implied that some of the burgesses
might have had a personal interest in bringing
forth some of the grievances rejected by Butts
and Littlepage. The governor pointed out that
on some past occasions the House had considered grievances not certified by the county
courts, so even the refusal of the two accused
justices to attest to them should not bar the
burgesses from action. Also, Spotswood reminded the burgesses, the original reason for
judicial certification was to weed out false,
unlawful, or seditious propositions, so it was
hardly fair to punish Butts and Littlepage for
doing their jobs. The governor's final words
were, "I must plainly declare that I will not

assist in the bringing of any of his Majesty's
subjects to plead to a Charge of Crimes and
Misdemeanors at the Burgesses Bar."
The session ended without resolving the matter. At the beginning of the next session, a
resolution was introduced to bring Thomas
Butts into custody to answer for his escape
of the custody of the House. The motion did
not pass.
In this clash between the representative assembly and the Crown, the representative
assembly came away the worse for the tangle.
As time passed, however, the House gained
prestige. By 1748 the burgesses had acquired
enough stature and power to bring charges
against a member of the Governor's Council,
John Blair, charging him before the council
itself for "scandalous and malicious reproaches and false expressions, highly reflecting upon the honour of the Speaker, and of
the House." Blair apologized, and the House
was satisfied.

Perhaps the clearest example of changes in
the balance of power between the House and
the Crown occurred in 1767, with the case
of Mr. James Pride, the royal naval officer
for the York River. Mr. Pride was ordered
to come before the Committee of Privileges
and Elections because he had sworn out a
writ on Mr. Edward Ambler, a member of
the House, during a time of privilege in which
members were supposed to be immune from
warrants. Three days later, the clerk of the
Committee brought before the House a letter
from Pride containing his excuse for not
appearing to testify. The House resolved it
to be a breach of privilege, as it was "scandalous," and ordered that Pride should be
taken into custody, with the sergeant sent for
him "empowered to break open doors, and
call in all necessary assistance, in case the
said Pride deny or refuse to surrender himself. "

A week after the original complaint, the
House ordered that Pride be jailed until
discharged at the House's pleasure. Pride kept
himself occupied in jail by writing an advertisement concerning his situation, to be placed
in the Virginia Gazette. When the House was
informed of that action and examined the
ad, they found it "a scandalous insult upon
the members of the House and high Breach
of their Privilege." Pride was brought to the
bar of the House for a formal reprimand from
the speaker, after which the jailer was given
directions to keep Pride "in close confinement, without the use of Pen, Ink, or Paper;
and that he be fed on Bread only, and allowed
no strong Liquor whatsoever."
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the issues debated may seem petty, the larger
goal-ensuring that the Crown obtained no
control over the election of members to the
House-was not. There was never a Court
party in the Virginia House, a fact that testifies
to the House's success in maintaining that
control, and to the colonial governor's inability to influence elections enough to build
such a following.

MAINTAINING HONOR AND
DIGNITY OF THE HOUSE
Along with examining electoral returns and
investigating challenged elections, the House
was concerned with policing its own membership for illegal or inappropriate behavior.
Some of the House's judgments seem extremely harsh to the modern student. In 1742
House member Henry Downs was discovered
to have been accused of stealing one sheep
in Maryland in 1721. Upon pleading guilty
to the charge, he had been whipped, pilloried,
and sold to a planter for one year and nine
months in order to pay his court fees. Mr.
Downs denied before the Committee of Privileges and Elections that he was the same
Henry Downs as in the Maryland records;
but several other members of the House
testified before the Committee that Mr.
Downs had confessed himself to be the same
person. He was expelled from the House.
Other cases, however, demonstrate that the
House sometimes had good reason to examine and judge its members. For example, one
member, William Andrews of Accomack
County, was found to have been dismissed
from his office as tobacco inspector by the
governor and council for "very enormous
Misdemeanors." He was found unworthy to
sit as a member of the House and was
expelled. In 1754 William Clinch, another
member of the House, had a court judgment
served against him for 1200 pounds that he
owed a Mr. John Ruffin. Clinch mortgaged
some of his land and slaves and, in 1755,
wrote Ruffin and said he was anxious to settle
the debt. Ruffin went to Clinch's house, where
the burgess led him into an inner room and
fastened the door. After awhile, Ruffin
emerged from the house "in great Confusion,"
and declared Clinch had extorted from him
a discharge of th~ entire debt. Ruffin then
obtained a warrant from the governor to
apprehend Clinch, who armed and shut himself up in his house. Armed officers surrounded the house for over twenty-four
hours, during which time messages passed
between Ruffin and Clinch and they finally
agreed on terms of settlement. Clinch was
expelled from the House and barred from
sitting or voting there "forever hereafter. ''2
2Clinch was returned to the House by Surry County in 1757 but
was again expelled. The House reiterated that he was "forever
hereafter rendered incapable of sitting or voting in the House."

The House's insistence on controlling its
elections and its membership was a major
element in building a strong and independent
legislature. Another element was the way the
House protected itself against breaches of its
privileges. These privileges ranged from physical protection of the membership, such as
when one William Nugent was found guilty
of a breach of privilege in 1744 and taken
into custody for beating one of the doorkeepers of the House, to a protection of property,
as when one John Parker was found guilty
in 1740 of assaulting a servant man who
belonged to a member of the House and
trying to steal provisions the servant was
carrying.
The most common breach of privilege, however, was insulting the House falsely or maliciously. Sometimes the insult could be a
perceived threat. In 1744, for instance, John
Austin of King William County was heard
to say that "if a Bill passed for erecting a
middle Parish in that County, that Mr. Power
and Mr. Moore [members of the House of
Burgesses] should never see the Capitol again;
and also said, that if he lived in the Upper
Parish, he would raise a body of Men, and
come down and drive the House of Burgesses
into Hampton River." Mr. Austin was found
guilty of a high crime and misdemeanor and
taken into custody.
Usually, though, words spoken against the
House were not so much threatening as just
simply critical. Some of the recorded remarks
illustrate the sort of language the House found
objectionable. In 1758 The Reverend Mr.
Jacob Rowe, professor of philosophy at the
College of William and Mary, was reported
to have said in a public gathering:
How many of the House of Burgesses
were to be hanged? That every Member
who should vote for setting the Parsons' Salaries in Money, would be
Scoundrels, and that if any Member
wanting to receive the Sacrament, was
to apply to him, he would refuse to
administer it.
The House resolved that these words were
"scandalous and malicious" and "highly reflecting on the Honor and Dignity of the
House." The Reverend Mr. Rowe disavowed
any evil intent on his part, and used the
somewhat ingenuous defense that he had not
been aware that any members of the House
were present when he spoke the offending
words. He was released from custody after
paying fees. 3

3In a sequel to this episode, on October 2, 1758, Thomas Knox
was accused of criticizing in public Mr. William Kennon, member,
for "destroying private conversation" and for "deviating from the
truth in representing Mr. Rowe's behavior to the House of
Burgesses." Knox apologized to the House for his "scandalous
and malicious" remarks, and was also discharged after paying
fees.

This concern for the dignity of the House
was not limited to outsiders; members of the
House themselves could be disciplined for
insults against the House and other members.
A colorful example of this is the 1759 case
of Thomas Johnson, a member of the House.
When Johnson accused a contractor who
supplied provisions for the troops of cheating
the government, the contractor asked why,
then, did he continue to be hired by the
Assembly? Johnson replied, "You know very
little of the Schemes, Plots, and Contrivances
that are carried on in the House of Burgesses;
in short, one holds the Lamb while another
skins; and it would surprise any Man to see
in what Manner the Country's money is
squandered away." Johnson cited as one
example an episode in which the House had
prepared to settle the clerk's salary, and the
clerk "got up~ and walking through the Burgesses gave a nod to his Creatures on each
Side, who all followed him out of the House,
and promised to be for the largest Sum
proposed." Johnson's remarks were judged
to reflect highly upon the honor of the House,
and the Speaker reprimanded him for them.
While the House sometimes jailed those convicted of breach of privilege, the more common punishment was a reprimand from the
speaker at the bar of the House. The solemnity of the reprimand was often combined
with a required posture of penitence; many
offenders were made to apologize to the
House on their knees. One man, William
Hopkins, was charged in 1723 with "uttering
Several rude, contemptuous, and undecend
Expressions" about the conduct of a member
of the House and was required to apologize
before the bar. But because he stood "in an
Insolent Posture," he was ordered out while
the House contemplated what to do about
his surly attitude. He was then ordered to
come back and on his knees ask pardon of
the House and the insulted member ""to the
end his submission may be public." Hopkins
refused to comply, and was remanded into
custody.

Faced with such recalcitrance, the House
became creative. On the following day, the
House ordered that Hopkins, attended by
constables and the doorkeepers of the House,
be led through town from the capitol to the
college gate and back. He was to wear a sign
reading "for Insolent Behavior at the Bar of
the House of Burgesses when he was there
as an Offender and with Obstinacy and
Contempt disobeying their Order." If he
refused to walk, he would be tied to a cart
and driven.
This order caused Hopkins to reconsider his
predicament, and he petitioned to be allowed
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at times, he himself instigated trouble; and
sometimes, he was the victim of circumstances.
In a 1736 election, the sheriff of Prince
William County reproved a Mr. John Mercer
for preventing from voting those who supported the opponent of Mercer's friend Peter
Hedgman. In reply to the sheriff's remonstrance, Mercer "called for his Sword, and
threatened to run the Sheriff through." Candidate Hedgman stepped in as a mediating
influence, persuading the sheriff to close the
poll and declare him the winner.
In spite of a sheriff's best efforts, though, some
elections were completely chaotic. An illustrious example is the 1742 election in Orange
County. After the election began, four men
44throng'd the Court-House in a riotous
manner, " so that the election area inside had
to be cleared. One of the candidates called
for a bowl of punch; when the sheriff objected,
the candidate, Mr. Chew, replied that the
sheriff would not hinder him.
Once things had calmed down, the sheriff and
candidates returned inside the courthouse,
and guards armed with swords were posted
at the door. One overexcited voter threw out
one of the guards. The guards left their post
toward evening, and 44immediately the people
throng'd into the Court-House in a drunken
riotous manner, one of them jumping upon
the Clerk's tables, and dancing among the
Papers, so that the Sheriff was unable to clear
the Bar, or the Clerks to take the Poll." The
sheriff proposed topping the poll until the
next morning, but only if all the candidates
would agree to indemnify him for this irregularity. All ostensibly agreed; but once the
crowd had cleared, two candidates informed
the sheriff that they would not stand up for
him. The sheriff then lit the candles and
continued the poll. Needless to say, the other
candidates were quite distressed the next
morning when, returning with their supporters, they found the election already over.
In addition to setting the date and time of
an election, the sheriff could decide if an
election could be conducted by a voice vote
rather than the individual polling of electors.
In one such instance in 1727, one candidate
named Peter Presly convinced the sheriff that
he should be chosen by 44the General Voice."
After he was proclaimed a winner, the election
proceeded (each county elected two members
to the House of Burgesses); but voters were
told they could cast only one vote rather than
two, since Presly had already been elected.

he had a right to stand there; upon
which the Sheriff told him, he would
break his head, and he answered he
would break the Sheriff's head, but was
admitted to give but one vote.
The Committee of Privileges and Elections
declared Presly not duly elected because of
the irregularities, but this ruling was overturned by the full House.
Even the best of intentions could not always
protect the sheriff. For the 1769 election in
Halifax County, the sheriff had decided to
begin the poll at 8:00 a.m., hoping to "prevent
the Confusion and Inconvenience which attended the last election," which had not begun
un il midday. One can i ate, r. a hanie
Terry, questioned the sheriff's authority to
begin the election earlier than usual, but the
other candidates seemed satisfied.
The sheriff later testified, however, that when
he tried to read the writ officially to open
the polls:
Mr. Terry came to me, his coat and
his waistcoat being stripped off, and
his collar open, and holding up a large
stick threatened to cane me, and declared, if I attempted to read the writ,
he would split me down, and did aim,
and endeavor several times to strike
me with his stick.... Immediately after
this such a Tumult ensued and the
electors were in such a Temper, and
so disorderly, and some of them drank
of spiritous Liquor to such excess, that
I was convinced a fair Election could
not have been made afterwards on that
day.
The House ordered a writ for a new election,
and candidate Terry was later charged with
a breach of the privilege of the people.
"Spiritous liquor" caused problems on more
than one occasion. The custom of "treating"
the electors was not in itself cause for overturning an election, especially if the treats
were distributed to both supporters and nonsupporters of a candidate. But the intent of
the treating was always open to debate, and
the complaint that a winning candidate "did
make feats and Treats at his House to procure
his being elected a Burgess for the said
County" was a fairly common one. One
candidate was reported to have said that "he
would rather spend eight or ten pounds rather
than he should lose his election."

One man insisted on his right to vote twice:
The Sheriff bad him be gone, the man
answered he would not be gone, for

The machinations of the candidates were by
no means limited to friendly persuasion by

treating, however. At one Caroline County
election in 1736, where "the People having
drank too much strong liquor on the Day
of Election, before and during the Time of
taking the Poll," a tobacco inspector gained
votes for his friend Mr. Gibson by threatening
to burn the tobacco of those who voted
against Gibson. Another tobacco inspector,
who was himself a candidate, was found guilty
of "diverse illegal Practices to induce People
to vote for him. " These included giving away
"great quantities of Liquor"; asking people,
when they brought their tobacco to him for
inspection, for whom they planned to vote;
and promising several persons positions as
tobacco inspectors should they support him.
He was found guilty by the House, expelled
from that body, and stripped of his other
offices.
The House did not limit its concerns to
elections skewed by such blatantly unethical
or illegal activities as treating, intimidation,
and promising jobs. It also looked askance
at a candidate's promise to support a certain
position if elected. In a Hanover County
election in 1752, an important issue was the
proposed division of the county. One group
especially interested in the division was the
dissenters (those not members of the established church). If they owned land in both
the new counties that such a division would
create, they would be required to pay taxes
to the churches in both counties, thus limiting
their resources to support their own church.
When a dissenter told one candidate, Mr.
Chiswell, that he could not possibly vote for
a candidate who supported division, the eager
Mr. Chiswell signed a paper to the effect that,
if elected, he would oppose any split. This
paper was posted in the dissenters' churches,
and was said to have influenced many to vote
for Chiswell. Another candidate also posted
a bond that he, too, had always been averse
to dividing the county~ but a third candidate,
who ultimately lost the election, refused to
commit himself. The Committee of Privileges
and Elections and the House declared the two
winners not duly elected, and ordered that
their writings promising not to support division of the county be "immediately torn
and thrown under the Table."
Division of the county was also the primary
issue in a Lunenberg County election where
a candidate pledged to pay 500 pounds if "he
did not do his best, in the case that he should
be a Burgess, to divide the County." The
Committee of Privilege and Elections and the
House overturned his election as well.
The constant succession of contested voters
and elections kept the Committee of Privileges and Elections busy. Although some of
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The House kept Pride in custody for a year
and asked the governor to remove him as
naval officer for the York river. Pride's case
demonstrates quite a change between 1715
and 1767-from a time when the House of
Burgesses could not bring two justices of the
peace to answer for contempt to a time when
even a royal officer of the Crown was not
immune from the House's authority.

CONCLUSION
During Virginia's experience as a royal colony, the House of Burgesses continuously
strove to protect its "rights and priviledges"
as a legislative body in three ways: minute
investigation of voters' qualifications and
electoral procedures; strict scrutiny of both
the activities of its members and its repuation, which could be maligne by citizens,
the burgesses themselves, or representatives
of the Crown; and serious consequences for
guilty offenders.
By their vigilance in overseeing the election
of House members, the burgesses protected

the electoral system from abuses and the
resulting public disenchantment that comes
when the citizenry sees dishonesty go unchecked. Simultaneously, the Crown was prevented from gaining the sort of power that
ultimately could have undermined the practice of representative government and possibly subverted, or at least diluted, the impulse
for independence. The concern with breaches
of the House's privileges by the public, the
Crown, and the burgesses themselves all
served to establish the House as a powerful
and autonomous body that would tolerate
little interference in its affairs.
After the American Revolution, the Committee of Privileges and Elections lost some of
the zeal for pursuing its mission, since the
danger that imperial authority would coopt
the t:eprese-ntative assembly had ended. Nevertheless, the Committee continued to play
an important role in certifying election results
and resolving contested elections. Today, the
Committee is still considered among the most
powerful and influential in the Virginia General Assembly.

It is impossible to know whether or not the
colonial legislators understood what the longterm effects of their efforts would be.Through
its diligence, however, the House of Burgesses
laid the foundation for the strong and independent representative government that we
celebrate in 1987.
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1969); S. M. Pargellis, "The Procedure of the
Virginia House of Burgesses," 8 William and Mary
Quarterly 77 (April 1927); Lucille Griffith, The
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